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Video Coding for OFDM Systems with Imperfect CSI: A Hybrid Digital-Analog
Approach

Pradeepa Yahampath

University of Manitoba, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Winnipeg, R3T 5V6, Canada

Abstract

Performance of an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system is greatest when the exact channel state information

(CSI) is used for transmitter rate control and power allocation. However, in real systems CSI can only be approximately known.

Moreover, in video communication, it can be difficult to use any CSI for rate control of a video codec if the channel changes

significantly during a group of pictures coded jointly, such as when the receiver is moving. We address this issue through a hybrid

digital-analog (HDA) coding system where a standard video codec is used to generate a fixed-rate base layer upon which the

analog quantization error is superimposed as a refinement layer. The system adapts to channel variations by proper transmit-power

allocation between digital and analog components and across OFDM subcarriers, based on CSI. We present a power allocation

scheme for this system which explicitly takes into account the imprecise nature of the available CSI. Experimental results obtained

with simulated OFDM channel traces show that proposed scheme is able to achieve a much better quality-vs-reliability trade-off in

video transmission, compared to the best known digital-only and analog-only alternatives.
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1. Introduction

Discrete-time analog transmission of video signals in wire-

less systems, either as a part of an HDA coding scheme, or on

its own as a purely analog scheme (commonly referred to as

uncoded transmission) have been widely investigated [1–29].

The attractiveness of analog transmission is due to its inherent

ability to adapt to the time-varying channel signal-to-noise ra-

tio (CSNR) of wireless channels and reproduce at the receiver

a video signal whose fidelity varies smoothly with the CSNR.

In order to achieve the same result with a digital transmission,

one must essentially “mimic” an analog transmission by using

layered video compression, as well as complex channel adap-

tive coding and modulation schemes [30]. However, it is need-

less to emphasize that under fixed channel conditions, a well

designed digital scheme is far superior to any practically realiz-

able analog scheme, due to the possibility of better source and

channel coding. High bandwidth-compression required in most

real-time wireless video applications is difficult to achieve in

analog form. Digital video coding techniques which achieve

very high compression ratios with only a minor loss of qual-

ity are now common place [31–33]. The same is also true for

channel coding. It is therefore not surprising that various hy-

brid methods have been investigated for effectively combining

the natural channel-adaptation property of analog transmission

with the coding advantage of digital transmission. In general,

HDA transmission can be effective whenever fixed encoding

has to be used on a time-varying channel [34].

This paper considers the application of HDA coding to im-

prove the efficiency and the reliability of video unicast through

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [35] to

mobile receivers when the available channel state information
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(CSI) is only approximate. OFDM is widely used to tackle

frequency-selective fading typical in mobile wireless systems.

It is well known that maximizing the data rate over an OFDM

system requires adaptive rate and power allocation to multiple

subcarriers at the transmitter based on any available CSI. How-

ever, in reality video transmission to mobile receivers in CSI-

optimized OFDM systems involves the following challenges.

1. In real systems, the transmitter adaptation as well as de-

coding has to be carried out based on noisy CSI rather

than the exact values. First, CSI is usually estimated from

pilot symbols and the channel noise in these symbols re-

sults in noisy estimates. Second, channel estimation may

only be carried out at relatively longer intervals due to

system limitations, even though the channel itself may be

varying more rapidly. In such cases, the channel predic-

tion is used to generate CSI for shorter intervals [36] and

consequently the available CSI will include prediction

errors. Third, the available CSI usually include quanti-

zation noise. The use of such CSI estimates for transmit-

ter optimization, disregarding their inherent inaccuracies,

will render a digital decoder susceptible to outages.

2. Adaptive transmission at the physical layer also requires

adaptive video coding at the application layer. This may

be difficult to implement. In particular, it is not possible

to do so when video is being transmitted to a mobile re-

ceiver undergoing channel coherence times much shorter

than the duration of a block of inter-frame coded video

frames, referred to a group-of-pictures (GOP). For exam-

ple, at a carrier frequency of 2.5 GHz, a mobile-receiver

traveling at 100 km/h experiences a channel coherence

time of TCOH ≈ 4 ms [37]. The most efficient transmis-

sion therefore calls for video rate adaptation at compara-

ble intervals. However, at a video frame rate of 30 Hz

and a typical GOP size of 8 frames, the duration of a

GOP is TGOP = 267 ms, and therefore the rate adaptation

is only feasible at such intervals. In these circumstances

the quantization parameters (QPs) of the video codec for

a given GOP will have to be chosen independent of actual

CSI, for example based on predicted worst-case channel

conditions. This results in inefficient use of transmission

resources such as power and bandwidth.

The purely digital solution to the aforementioned CSI un-

certainty problem is layered video coding combined with suit-

able power, coding, and modulation adaptation [38, 39]. Lay-

ered video coding allows encoding a GOP into a bit stream

which contains a base layer and one or more refinement layers,

with the property that while the base layer alone is sufficient for

an acceptable reconstruction of the original video, the refine-

ment layers, if available, can be used to progressively improve

the base layer quality. However, multi-layer coding is not as ef-

ficient as single layer coding at the same bit rate. Furthermore,

to obtain smooth video quality variations under varying channel

conditions, many refinement layers may be required. More im-

portantly, when encoding and decoding are based on imperfect

CSI estimates, the refinement layers can become undecodable.

In contrast to previous work, this paper presents an new

HDA coding solution which is shown to substantially improve

the reliability and efficiency of video transmission over multi-

carrier communication systems with low channel coherence times

and noisy CSI. The motivation is to achieve the best “(video)

quality-reliability” trade-off by using an efficient video codec to

generate a fixed-rate base layer independent of CSI, and trans-

mitting the quantization error along side in analog form as a

single, infinite resolution refinement layer to efficiently utilize

in a CSI-adaptive manner, the power and bandwidth made re-

dundant by fixed-rate coding. The proposed scheme is based on

power-splitting [34] wherein digital and analog quadrature am-

plitude modulated (QAM) symbols are superposed so that the

same bandwidth is shared, but the total power is allocated, be-

tween the analog and digital transmissions. One the one hand,

by spending more power on the digital transmission, the bit rate

ate of the video codec and hence the video quality can be in-

creased, but this accompanies an increase in the probability of

complete outage that can result from using bit rates incompati-
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ble with the actual channel state. On the other hand, spending

more power on the analog quantization error reduces the allow-

able codec bit rate (hence the coding efficiency), but it also re-

duces the vulnerability to complete outages due to CSI errors.

The best possible quality-reliability trade-off is thus achieved

by optimal power allocation.

A key aspect of the proposed HDA scheme is that it de-

couples the video encoding problem and the CSI-based multi-

carrier transmission problem. In the video coding-phase, the

encoder uses a GOP-size suitable for efficient inter-frame cod-

ing to generate the base layer at a bit rate determined by the av-

erage CSNR rather than any CSI that cannot be known exactly

in advance. In the transmission-phase, the CSI-based optimal

power allocation is performed at much shorter intervals (deter-

mined by the receiver’s channel coherence time) compared to

the GOP duration.

The main features of the proposed approach and the specific

contribution this work are summarized below.

• Our ideal goal is to minimize the probability of base layer

outage subject to a lower-bound on decoded video qual-

ity. Given the complex nature of the relationship between

the QPs, the bit rate, and the distortion of state-of-the-art

video codecs, this goal seems impossible to achieve. We

therefore implicitly approach this goal by first choosing

the video codec (base layer) bit rate to ensure a minimum

acceptable decoded video quality, and allocating the min-

imum amount of power required for reliable transmission

of the complete base layer within a GOP duration. Given

that the CSI is unreliable, rather than using the available

CSI directly, we use it through a noise model, making

the power allocation solution robust against CSI errors.

To be able to find a solution without being specific to any

particular channel estimation or prediction algorithm, for

which there exists many, we adopt the widely used addi-

tive Gaussian noise model for estimated CSI [40–42].

• Upon digital power allocation, the remaining power is

then used to transmit superimposed analog QAM sym-

bols (quantization error samples from video codec) on

each subchannel. The performance improvement achiev-

able by sending the analog quantization error depends

crucially on how we assign quantization errors from dif-

ferent video macro-blocks to subchannels as well as how

we allocate the given power budget among the subchan-

nels. First, there can be large variation in CSNR across

the subchannels. For example, in OFDM systems, the

CSNR can vary as much as 10 dB across the subcarri-

ers [43]. Second, the quantization errors across different

video macro blocks do not have the same importance. If

the exact subchannel CSNRs are known to the transmit-

ter and receiver, it can be shown that (under the MSE cri-

terion) the close-form optimal solution to the aforemen-

tioned channel- assignment/power-allocation problem is

a combination of waterfilling and inverse waterfilling [44].

However, when the estimates of the subchannel CSNRs

are noisy, the optimal solution is not obvious and de-

pends on the CSI error-model. To this end, we establish

under the aforementioned additive noise model for CSI,

a waterfilling solution for combined channel-assignment

and power-allocation. This solution is optimal for each

OFDM channel use.

• We present a complete implementation of an HDA video

coding system incorporating the proposed power alloca-

tion scheme for color video transmission over an OFDM

system wherein the base layer is generated using a stan-

dard H264/AVC video codec [45]. Our experimental re-

sults, obtained using numerous standard test video se-

quences, show that the proposed HDA scheme achieves

better video quality [up to 3-6 dB in peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR)] during motion intensive video segments,

compared to a typical layered video transmission scheme

implemented using a standard H264/SVC video codec

[39] as well as a purely analog transmission scheme which

is a modification (to account for CSI errors) of the re-

cently reported Parcast+ [6].
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Figure 1: A single subchannel of the multichannel communication system model considered in this paper.

Related previous work- HDA video transmission schemes

for time-varying channels reported in the literature fall into two

distinct categories: (i) broadcast/multicast where the transmit-

ter cannot be adapted to the channel state [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11,

14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 46] and (ii) unicast where the transmitter

is adapted to the channel state, but a better power/bandwidth

efficiency is achieved by using HDA encoding rather than dig-

ital layered coding. The problem considered in this paper be-

longs to the latter category. Some of the related previous work

in this category only applies to single-carrier transmission [12,

19, 21]. The work closely related to this paper includes [6, 9]

which consider CSI-based power allocation for video transmis-

sion in OFDM systems. However, in both [6] and [9] the avail-

ability of ideal CSI has been assumed. Ref. [6] presents a

purely analog video transmission method for MIMO-OFDM

channels where CSI is used for MIMO-channel precoding and

power allocation. Unlike SoftCast [4], which relies on 3D-DCT

for spatio-temporal video compression, [6] combines 2D-DCT

with motion- compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) which is

shown to improve the performance. The main shortcoming of

purely analog video transmission is the difficulty of achieving

coding gains, and hence the bandwidth efficiencies comparable

to those possible with the state-of-the-art digital video codecs.

Ref. [9] partially addresses this issue by using a hybrid scheme

where an H264/AVC codec is used to first compress the video

signal, and the analog quantization error is transmitted with the

approach in [6]. The bandwidth efficiency of this approach,

though better than purely analog transmission, is still limited

by the use of BPSK and the orthogonal transmission of the ana-

log and digital parts.

To the author’s knowledge, none of the previous work on

HDA video coding, either in relation to single-carrier or multi-

carrier transmission, has not considered the effect of noise in

available CSI estimates on the system performance. Systems

optimized for noisy CSI can be highly vulnerable to channel

dependent video quality degradations, including complete de-

coder outages. This issue has been addressed recently in [47],

in the context of communicating a memoryless Gaussian source

over a fading channel using a simple HDA scheme based on

entropy constrained scalar quantization (ECSQ). That analysis,

which relies on analytical expressions for rate-distortion char-

acteristics of an ECSQ as well as an assumption of orthogonal

transmission of the analog and digital parts, however cannot be

applied to a system such as ours, which uses a state-of-the art

video codec for quantization and digital-analog superposition

for HDA transmission.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the mathematical model of the HDA system consid-

ered in this paper. Section 3 formulates and solves the power

allocation problem. Section 4 describes the OFDM video trans-

mission system implemented in this paper. Sec. 5 presents and

discusses the experimental results. Conclusions appear in Sec.

6.

2. System Description

2.1. Channel model

The basic model is a set of K parallel subchannels with

equal bandwidths and different gains. We assume the follow-
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ing: (1) total average transmitted power on all K subchannel

has a limit PT , (2) each subchannel is an AWGN channel which

undergoes Rayleigh flat fading independent of the others, and

(3) channel gains are made available to the encoder and decoder

at TCSU s intervals, which we refer to as the channel state update

(CSU) period.

Let the gains of the subchannels during a given CSU period

be h1, . . . , hK . Under the Rayleigh fading model, the real and

imaginary parts of each hk are iid Gaussian variables with mean

zero [48]. Let the variances of these variables be a known value

σ2
h, so that E{|hk |2} = 2σ2

h.

2.2. Modeling CSI Error

The statistics of CSI are highly dependent on the channel

estimation and prediction methods used as well as various other

system details. The use of a system specific model can not only

make the analytical derivations overly complicated, but also re-

sults in solutions that are not broadly applicable. For this rea-

son, we adopt the the additive Gaussian noise model which has

been widely used in the literature for studying the effects of

noisy CSI, see for example [40–42] and the references therein.

Under this model, the estimate ĥk is related to its true value hk

by ĥk = hk + εk where εk is a mean zero complex Gaussian vari-

able with iid real and imaginary parts, independent of hk. For

jointly Gaussian variables, we can also write

hk = ĥ′k + ε′k, (1)

where ĥ′k = αĥk, α =
σ2

h

σ2
h+σ2

ε
, and σ2

ε is the variance of real and

imaginary parts of εk, and ε′k is a complex Gaussian variable

independent of ĥk, with mean zero and the variance σ2
ε
′ = ασ2

ε

per real/imaginary part. For obvious reasons, we define S h =

σ2
h/σ

2
ε as the CSI estimation signal-to-noise ratio (CSI-SNR)

which measures the accuracy of the channel estimates.

2.3. Video encoding

Let SSS be a GOP consisting NGOP consecutive video frames.

The basic problem at hand is to compress and communicate SSS

to a single receiver over the channel described above, by using

a total power of PT per single use of the bank of K subchannels

(equivalent to one OFDM symbol). If the GOP reconstructed

after decoding is ŜSS , our goal is to minimize the average distor-

tion between SSS and ŜSS . Given that the random subchannel gains

change every TCSU s, minimizing the average distortion requires

selecting appropriately the source and channel coding rates, as

well as the modulation order according to the estimated channel

state. Since the gains across the K subchannels can be different,

the transmitter power must be allocated among the K channels

accordingly. Recall that the duration of SSS , TGOP is longer than

TCSU so that power allocation has to be repeated many times dur-

ing the transmission of a GOP. For maximum coding efficiency,

all video frames in a GOP have to be encoded jointly, using a

given target bit rate. However, it is not possible to determine

the optimal target bit rate to be used by the video encoder (de-

termined by the choice of QP) as (1) the channel state for the

entire duration of the GOP is not fixed, and (b) any available

CSI is not exact. Therefore, we employ a two-layer HDA cod-

ing scheme with a fixed rate base layer whose bit rate is chosen

based on a prior estimate of the worst-case CSI.

2.3.1. Transmission scheme

The first step in our HDA transmission scheme is to digi-

tally encode the input sequence SSS to generate the base layer bit

sequence, followed by the computation of the quantization er-

ror (QE) sequence SSS − ŜSS b, where ŜSS b is the reconstructed base

layer. The base layer bit sequence is demultiplexed into K sub-

streams each of which is channel encoded and mapped to QAM

symbols to be transmitted over one of the subchannels. The

QE of the source encoder, which acts as the refinement layer, is

transmitted in analog form by superposition on the digital QAM

symbols. During each CSU period, the total power is allocated

between the digital and analog QAM symbols as well as across

the K subchannels based on the estimated channel gains and the

variances of QEs transmitted on the subchannels, so as to min-

imize the MSE of video reconstructed at the receiver. A block

diagram of a single subchannel in our system is shown in Fig. 1.

In [49], we considered an HDA scheme where QE samples
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were used to form analog QAM symbols without any other pre-

processing. However, it was found that with most video se-

quence, the encoder output typically has a non-negligible resid-

ual intra- and inter-frame redundancies. Therefore it is ineffi-

cient in terms of channel bandwidth to send the QE samples

without eliminating the correlation. In order to improve the

efficiency, we first apply the 3D discrete cosine transform (3D-

DCT) [50] to decorrelated the blocks of pixels in QE frames,

and then transmit the resulting quantization-error transform co-

efficients (QETCs) using analog QAM. We partition the se-

quence of QETCs into K sub-streams such that each substream

can be assigned to one subchannel. As described in Sec. 4,

these substreams are formed by grouping QETCs with the same

importance (this is possible due to the energy compaction prop-

erty of the DCT). Two consecutive values in a QETC substream

are used as the in-phase and quadrature components of an ana-

log QAM symbol. A sequence of HDA channel symbols for

each of the K subchannels is formed by the superposition of

the QAM symbols from the respective digital and the analog

substreams.

Let XXX = (ZZZ1, . . . ,ZZZK)T be the sequence of n QETCs trans-

mitted during a given CSU period where ZZZk denotes the sub-

stream of n/K real-valued QETCs transmitted on the k-th sub-

carrier, k = 1, . . . ,K. Assume that all QETCs in ZZZk are inde-

pendent with zero mean and variance ν2
k . The following descrip-

tion applies to equivalent complex baseband symbols transmit-

ted during one CSU period. Denote an arbitrary pair of digi-

tal and analog QAM symbols transmitted on the k-th subchan-

nel by two complex random variables Uk and Vk respectively.

Without a loss of generality, let E{|Uk |2} = 1. Since the com-

plex symbol Vk is formed by combining a pair of QETCs in

the substream ZZZk, E{|Vk |2} = 2ν2
k . The HDA QAM symbol

is then formed by the superposition of the analog QAM sym-

bol Vk and the digital QAM symbol Uk. The transmitted HDA

QAM symbol is thus given by Qk = dkUk + akVk, where dk

and ak are real constants chosen such that
∑K

k=1 E{|Qk |2} = PT .

Suppose the fractions of total transmitter power allocated to the

digital and analog QAM symbols on the k-th subchannel are

0 ≤ γk ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ρk < 1 respectively. Then, we have

dk =
√
γkPT and ak =

√
ρkPT /(2ν2

k). For convenience, we

define γγγ = (γ1, . . . , γK) and ρρρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρK).

2.4. Video decoding

The output of the k-th subchannel is given by Yk = hkQk +

Wk, where Wk is the complex white Gaussian channel noise

with variance σ2
w per real/imaginary component. At the re-

ceiver, the output signal on each subchannel is first equalized

by using a single-tap linear equalizer θk which has to be com-

puted from the estimated channel gain ĥk. The equalized chan-

nel output Ỹk = θkYk is the input to the channel-decoder used

to recover the bit sub-stream transmitted on the subchannel k.

From (1), it follows that

Ỹk = Qkĥ′kθk + W ′k, (2)

where we have defined W ′k = (Qkε
′
k + Wk)θk. Note that the

data term Qkĥ′kθk and the noise term W ′
k in (2) are uncorrelated.

As the digital QAM symbols are uniformly distributed and the

superimposed analog transform coefficients are approximately

Gaussian distributed [51], it can be shown that the real/imaginary

parts of W ′k have zero-mean, symmetrical and unimodal pdfs

which can be well approximated by a Gaussian pdf, a fact which

has also been confirmed by experimentally observed histograms.

In this case, the zero-forcing equalizer for the channel output is

simply θk = 1/ĥ′k, and we have

Ỹk = dkUk + akVk + W ′k. (3)

The total noise component at the input to the channel de-

coder of the subchannel k is the sum of interference from the

analog signal akVk and the noise W ′k, which are independent

random variables. We assume that the total noise W̃k = akVk +

W ′k is iid with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. In order to

keep the decoding error probability negligible, the power allo-

cation to the digital transmission must be chosen to ensure that

the CSNR at the input to the channel decoder for each subchan-

nel is above a certain threshold which depends on the MCS used

on the subchannel. All modern wireless transmission standards
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Table 1: MCS set defined in the IEEE802.11a OFDM standard [35, Table 78].

The last column shows the estimated minimum CSNR required to maintain the

bit-error below 10−7.

MCS Channel Bits/symbol Threshold

no. Modulation Coderate SNR (dB)

1 BPSK 1/2 0.5 7

2 BPSK 3/4 0.75 9

3 QPSK 1/2 1 10

4 QPSK 3/4 1.5 13

5 16-QAM 1/2 2 14

6 16-QAM 3/4 3 20

7 64-QAM 2/3 4 24

8 64-QAM 3/4 4.5 26

include a set of allowed MCSs. The set of MCSs used in this

paper (taken from [35]) is shown in Table 1, along with the ex-

perimentally determined threshold CSNRs. In this paper we

will assume that all subchannels use the same MCS for a given

CSU period. This assumption can be relaxed at the expense

of an increase in the complexity of the digital power-allocation

problem considered below. When restricted to the same MCS

on all channels, the CSNR threshold, or equivalently the in-

dex IMCS ∈ {1, . . . ,NMCS} identifying the MCS, is an optimiza-

tion variable in the power allocation problem, where NMCS is the

number of MCSs supported by the transmitter. We next deter-

mine an expression for the CSNR at the input of the channel

decoder k.

First note that CSNR expression for binary phase shift key-

ing (BPSK) is different to that of QAM as for the former, only

the inphase component [real part of (3)] of the equalized chan-

nel output matters. Note also that, in the case of BPSK, dkUk

in (3) is real. Therefore, in general we can express the noise

variance at the input to channel decoder k as

E{|W̃k |2} =
2σ2

w

|ĥ′k |2
[
S εγk + (δŜ k + S ε)ρk + 1

]
,

where

δ =


0.5 for BPSK

1 for QAM

and, we have defined S ε = αPTσ
2
ε/σ

2
w and Ŝ k = PT |ĥ′k |2/(2σ2

w).

Note that as σ2
ε → 0 (when CSI becomes exact), we have

S ε = 0 and Ŝ k = S k = PT |hk |2/(2σ2
w). Here, S k is the true

but unknown CSNR when total power is allocated to channel k

and Ŝ k is its estimate. The predicted CSNR at the input of the

digital channel decoder k is thus

Γ̂k(Ŝ k) =
γkŜ k[

1 + S εγk + (δŜ k + S ε)ρk

] , (4)

k = 1, . . . ,K. In Sec. 3, we will use this expression to solve the

power allocation problem.

Now suppose that the base layer bit stream has been de-

coded error-free at the receiver, i.e., dkUk is known. In order to

estimate the analog component, the transmitted digital signal is

first canceled from the channel output to obtain Ỹ (A)
k = Ỹk−dkUk

(see Fig. 1). The analog signal (a pair of QETC) Vk is then

estimated from Ỹ (A)
k = akVk + W ′k, where W ′k is uncorrelated

with Vk and is Gaussian by assumption. Therefore, the optimal

(MMSE) estimator for Vk, given Ỹ (A)
k is linear. It can be shown

that (see [52]) the optimal linear estimate for Vk is V̂k = bkỸ (A)
k ,

where

bk =
1
ak

ρkPT

(ρkPT + 2σ2
w′k)

, (5)

and

σ2
w′k =

1
2

E{|W ′k |2} =
σ2

w

|ĥ′k |2
[
(γk + ρk)S ε + 1

]
.

The resulting MMSE is E{|Vk−V̂k |2} = 4ν2
kσ

2
w′k/(2σ

2
w′k +ρkPT ).

The estimates V̂1, . . . , V̂k are then multiplexed to form the MMSE

estimate ẐZZ of the transmitted QETC vector ZZZ. It now follows

that the total MSE of QETCs transmitted during the CSU pe-

riod is

D(γγγ,ρρρ, IMCS) =
1
n

E{‖ZZZ − ẐZZ‖2}

=
1
K

K∑

k=1

2ν2
k(1 + S εγk + S ερk)

1 + S εγk + (S ε + Ŝ k)ρk
, (6)

where we have made explicit the fact this MSE depends on the

power allocation as well as the choice of MCS. Since the trans-

form used to map QEs to QETCs is orthogonal, (6) is also the

total MSE of the reconstructed video frames in the transmitted

GOP.
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3. Power Allocation Problem and Solution

The goal of optimal power allocation is to determine γγγ, ρρρ,

and IMCS which minimize (6) subject to a constraint on the total

transmit power. This problem has to be solved at the beginning

of each CSU period using the estimated CSI, ĥ̂ĥh = (ĥ1, . . . , ĥK).

First we recall that, in addition to the power constraint, we also

have the constraint that all bits of the base layer must be trans-

mitted in a time less than or equal to a GOP duration, or equiv-

alently, using at most NCSU = TGOP/TCSU CSU periods. A fail-

ure to complete the transmission of all base layer bits within

NCSU CSU periods will result in no decoded video output for

the given GOP, a condition we will refer to as a decoder out-

age. Since the estimated CSI is only available for the current

CSU period, the total number bits that can be supported during

the remaining CSU periods cannot be known exactly. Given

that the base layer bit rate is fixed, there is always a non-zero

probability that an outage will occur. It follows that, to mini-

mize the outage probability, we have to maximize the number

of base layer bits that can be transmitted during each CSU pe-

riod n = 1, . . . ,NCSU. The rate maximizing power allocation can

be found by solving the following problem.

3.1. Digital power allocation

max
i,γγγ

∑

k

RMCS(i)I(γk > 0)

subject to
∑

k

γk ≤ 1

i ∈ {1, . . . ,NMCS}
ρk = 0 and 0 < γk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . ,K,

where RMCS(i) is bit rate of the MCS i (column 4, Table 1) and

I(·) is the indicator function. First consider digital power al-

location assuming a single MCS with bit rate r bits/symbol

and CSNR threshold η. It is required that Γ̂k(Ŝ k) ≥ η for k =

1, . . . ,K. Using (4), we obtain the solution

γk ≥ max
{

0,
η

Ŝ k − ηS ε

}
, (7)

and
∑
γk ≤ 1. The total supported bit rate is r

∑I(γk > 0).

The total power allocated is
∑
γkPT which can be minimized

by ordering CSI such that that Ŝ k ≥ Ŝ k+1, k = 1, . . . ,K − 1

and solving (7) in that order. Now if we have a set of MCSs as

in Table 1, we can solve the optimal power allocation problem

for each MCS and choose the one that maximizes the total bit

rate. Let the solution to this problem be γ̄γγ. If
∑
γ̄k < 1, then

the excess power P̃ = (1 − ∑
γ̄k)PT can be allocated to the

analog transmission. It is worth pointing out that, the digital

power allocation using (7) is equivalent to adaptive selection

of the optimal CSNR threshold for each MCS based on noisy

CSI (rather than directly using the ideal thresholds in Table 1).

Without doing so, the base layer cannot be transmitted reliably.

3.2. Analog power allocation

In this section we solve the analog power allocation prob-

lem in close-form and interpret it as an instance of the familiar

waterfilling [44]. We first note that, whenever power is allo-

cated to an analog QAM symbol, i.e., ρk > 0, the CSNR of

the digital QAM symbol on that subchannel degrades due to

interference, see (4). We therefore have to simultaneously al-

locate power to both analog and digital symbols such that the

CSNR at the input of the digital decoder is unchanged. Let

γ′kPT be the additional power allocated to digital QAM symbols

on subchannel k to compensate for analog interference. The to-

tal power allocated to digital QAM symbols on subchannel k is

then γkPT = (γ′k + γ̄k)PT . Now, to maintain the same digital

CSNR as before, we need

γ̄kŜ k

1 + γ̄kS ε
=

γkŜ k

1 + γkS ε + ρk(δŜ k + S ε)
.

It follows that γ′k = ρkγ̄k(δŜ k +S ε). Defining Ŝ ′k = δŜ k +S ε , we

have γk = γ̄k(1 +ρkŜ ′k), which is the requirement for preventing

analog interference to the digital symbols. The power constraint
∑

(γk + ρk) = 1 can now be restated as
∑
βkρk = 1, where

βk =
1 + γ̄kŜ ′k
1 −∑

γ̄k
.

We can also re-write the MSE in (6) as (ignoring the normal-

ization constant K)

D(ρρρ|γ̄γγ) =

K∑

k=1

2ν2
k(Fk + Gkρk)

Fk + (Gk + Ŝ k)ρk
,
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where Fk = 1 + S ε γ̄k and Gk = S ε(1 + γ̄kŜ ′k).

We can now state the analog power allocation problem as

follows. Given PT , ŜSS , (Ŝ 1, . . . , Ŝ K), IMCS and γ̄γγ, solve

min
ρρρ

D(ρρρ|γ̄γγ) (8)

subject to
∑
βkρk = 1 and 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 for k = 1, . . . ,K. This

minimization problem is convex, and can be solved by the La-

grange multiplier method. The Lagrangian is

J(ρ) =
∑

k

D(ρρρ|γ̄γγ) + λ
∑

k

(βkρk − 1),

where λ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. By letting ∂J/∂ρk = 0

we obtain the solution λ = ∆k(ρk) for k = 1, . . . ,K, where

∆k(ρk) =
2ν2

k FkŜ k

βk[Fk + ρk(Gk + Ŝ k)]2
.

Now using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions we find

the optimal analog power allocation as

ρk =



Fk

Gk+Ŝ k


√

2ν2
k Ŝ k

λβk Fk
− 1

 if λ < 2ν2
k Ŝ k

βk Fk

0 otherwise.

(9)

This solution can be found as follows. For convenience let Tk =

βkFk/(Gk+Ŝ k) and φk = Ŝ k/(βkFk).Without a loss of generality

assume ν2
1φ1 ≥ ν2

2φ2 . . . ≥ ν2
Kφ

2
K . Also define the function

Λ(K′) ,

(∑K′
k=1 Tk

√
2ν2

kφk

)2

(
1 +

∑K′
k=1 Tk

)2 , 1 ≤ K′ ≤ K. (10)

Now determine K∗ ∈ {1, . . . ,K} such that 2ν2
jφ j ≥ Λ(K∗) for

j = 1, . . . ,K∗, and 2ν2
jφ j < Λ(K∗) for j = K∗ + 1, . . . ,K. The

optimal Lagrange multiplier is then given by λ∗ = Λ(K∗). Let

the optimal power allocation be (γ∗k , ρ
∗
k), The resulting MMSE

is

D∗ =
1
K

K∗∑

k=1

2ν2
k[1 + (γ∗k + ρ∗k)S ε]

1 + (γ∗k + ρ∗k)S ε + ρ∗kŜ k
+

1
K

K∑

k=K∗+1

2ν2
k . (11)

This solution can be interpreted as waterfilling on ∆k(ρk)

with a water level λ∗ which satisfies (10). This solution also

shows how QETCs Z1, . . . ,ZK should be assigned to subchan-

nels. Suppose coefficients Z1, . . . ,ZK are labeled such that ν2
1 ≥

ν2
2 . . . ≥ ν2

K and the subchannels are labeled such that φ1 ≥

φ2 . . . ≥ φK . Then, assigning k-th QETC to the k-th subchannel

minimizes (11). Note that those subchannels for which ν2
kφk is

too small will not be used and hence Zk will not be transmit-

ted, k = K∗ + 1, . . . ,K. This can be seen as optimal bandwidth

compression of the transmitted analog signal to meet the power

and channel-capacity constraints. Note also that the optimal so-

lution does not necessarily assign QETCs with the larger vari-

ances to subchannels with the larger power-gains, as in the case

of purely analog transmission [4, 6].

4. Application to Video over OFDM Systems

In this section we describe an implementation of an HDA

system for real-time color video transmission over a 20 MHz,

64 subcarrier OFDM system (NFFT = 64) whose symbol rate

and MCS set were adopted from the IEEE 802.11a standard

[35]. While the format of source video and the codec used to

generate the base layer are not particularly important, the way

we divide a QE frame sequence into substreams with different

variances will impact the quality of the HDA transmitted video.

In our implementation we have used color video in YCbCr for-

mat [32] as it already stores a video sequence as 3 separate sub-

sequences, the more important luminance (Y) component, and

the relatively less important chrominance components Cr and

Cb. The QETCs for analog transmission are formed by apply-

ing the 3D-DCT to QE frames. Due to the energy compaction

property of the DCT, the QET coefficients can be used to form

substreams with unequal variances as required for power alloca-

tion. In previous work on analog video transmission, 3D-DCT

has been shown to be effective method of decorrelating suc-

cessive video frames [4]. An alternative is using the 2D-DCT

with motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) [6], but

motion-compensation will be much less useful with QE frames,

and it will also introduce an unnecessary overhead as the mo-

tion vectors must also be sent to the decoder.

The values of various parameters used for video encoding

and the packetization of analog QAM symbols are shown in

Table 2. The coded bits of the base layer and the correspond-

ing QETCs of a single GOP consisting of a total of NS pixels
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3D-DCT
8x8x8 DCT cubes

8x8x8 Pixel cubes

8 frequency bands
(4x4x4 DCT subcubes)

Frequency band 1

Frequency band 8

Frequency band 2

3D-DCT

GOP
 (8  quantization-error frames)

1 subpacket (SP) =18x22 DCT coefficients from
same frequency band

1 K

�2
1 �2

K

SP K

OFDM packet (K subpackets)

To OFDM subcarriers

Power allocation

SP 1

Figure 2: Mapping quantization errors to OFDM Packets. Subpackets are generated for Y-GOP, U-GOP, and V-GOP separately, pooled together, and sorted

according to their variances for power-allocation.

Table 2: Summary of important HDA transmitter parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Video frame rate 30 fps

Frame size (YCbCr 4:2:0), CIF 352 × 288

4CIF 704 × 576

Video resol. (bits/YCbCr-pixel) 24

GOP size (frames) NGOP 8

OFDM symbol duration TSYM 4 µs

Preamble duration TPA 20 µs

OFDM video data symbols/packet LP 792

OFDM meta data symbols/packet NH 64/68

(CIF/4CIF)

are transmitted in a sequence of NP = TGOP/TP OFDM packets

of fixed-size (see Table 2.) We let an OFDM packet be a se-

quence of LP OFDM data symbols, where an OFDM symbol

is a set of NFFT QAM symbols. An OFDM system typically

transmits a preamble prior to transmitting data symbols in a

packet. Additionally, each OFDM packets should carry in its

header the meta-data required for HDA decoding (power allo-

cation factors, and mean and variances of analog data, see Sec.

5). Let the preamble and header durations respectively be TPA

and TH (= NHTSYM). The total duration of an OFDM packet is

therefore TP = TPA + TH + TSYMLP. In our implementation, we

assume that CSI estimates are updated for each OFDM packet

(i.e., TCSU = TP), and therefore the power allocation problem is

solved for each transmitted packet.

The digital power allocation is based on the estimates of

minimum CSNR required by each MCS to achieve a biterror

rate less than 10−7, as shown in Table 1. The coderates shown

are those of the rate-1/2 punctured convolutional code speci-

fied for OFDM-PHY in IEEE802.11a [35, Fig. 114]. Despite

error correction by OFDM-PHY, occasional biterrors do occur

which can affect the correct decoding of the base layer. In or-

der to prevent this, the base layer data is further protected by

an outercode, before being passed to the OFDM-PHY. We have

used (255,239) Read-Solomon code specified in [53] for this

purpose.

4.1. Packetization of Analog Data

For the sake of reproducibility of the experimental results,

we provide in the following a reasonably complete description

of the procedure used to map QETCs to OFDM subchannels

according to the variances of the QETCs and the parameters φk,

k = 1, . . . ,K of subchannels. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The total number QETCs that can be transmitted during a GOP

is 2KLPNP. It should be noted that unless the number of sub-

channels used for HDA transmission, K ≥ NS
2LPNP

, some of the

QETCs will be dropped, where K < NFFT. This happens when

the channel bandwidth is smaller than the video bandwidth. Re-

call also that (see Sec. 3.2) the optimal power allocation may

result in zero power being allocated for analog transmission on

one or more subchannels.

The first-step in mapping QETCs to analog OFDM pack-

ets is to apply the 3D-DCT to Y, Cr, and Cb components of
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the QE frames (referred to as Y-GOP, Cr-GOP, and Cb-GOP)

separately. In this work a GOP size of 8 frames has been used.

Therefore, 3D-DCT is applied to 8×8×8 non-overlapping cubes

of QE pixels in each component GOP. We then divide each co-

efficient cube (a DCT cube) into eight 4×4×4 sub-cubes which

can be considered as different frequency sub-bands. We use the

coefficients in the same frequency sub-band of different DCT

cubes in a single component GOP to form one frequency band.

Each of the 3 component GOPs is therefore transformed into 8

frequency bands, as shown in Fig. 2. The quantization errors of

the base layer still contains some details from the original video

frames and as a result the variances of the DCT coefficients in

different frequency bands can be significantly different. There-

fore, we use the frequency bands to generate substreams with

different variances. Towards this end, each frequency band is

divided into non-overlapping 18 × 22 rectangular sub-blocks

which we refer to as subpackets. In order to appear as white

noise to digital symbols, each subpacket is whitened by apply-

ing the non-ordered Haddamard transform. We form an OFDM

packet in such a way that it consists of K subpackets which get

transmitted in parallel over K subchannels. The assignment of

subpackets to subchannels is dictated by the power-allocation

solution in Sec. 3.2. In other words, ZZZk, k = 1, . . . ,K in Sec. 2

represent subpackets in a single OFDM packet. In assembling

OFDM packets, we consider only the variances of the subpack-

ets and not the nature of the data (i.e, frequency band or color

component).

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Test video sequences

The HDA system has been tested by using 10 standard CIF

color video sequences, Football (360 frames), Coastguard, Mo-

bile, Stefan, Tabletennis, Foreman, Soccer, Crew all having (300

frames), Bus (150 frames), and Students (1007 frames), as well

as 4 standard 4CIF color video sequences Soccer, Harbor, Crew,

and City (300 frames each). Experimental results for select se-

quences are presented in this Section.

5.2. Video coding and meta-data

The base layer of the HDA system has been generated using

the H264/AVC reference implementation JM 19.0 in baseline

profile [45]. The HDA system requires the transmission of cer-

tain amount meta-data for decoding each OFDM packet. These

include the quantized values of the power allocation factors γk

and ρk, k = 1, . . . ,K (5 bits each), the means (6 bits each) and

variances (6 bits each) of the K subpackets, as well as the K se-

quence numbers (10 bits each for CIF and 12 bits each for 4CIF)

indicating the locations of subpacket data in video frames. This

meta-data, which is critical to decoding, is sent at the start of

every OFDM packet by using the lowest MCS (1/2 rate channel

coding and BPSK) to ensure the maximum reliability (analog

symbols are not transmitted in the packet-header). The number

of header symbols NH required to accommodate the meta-data

bits is shown in Table 2.

5.3. OFDM Channel simulation

In order to model a wireless channel with frequency se-

lective fading, the SISO ITU extended urban channel model

with the classic Doppler spectrum from [54, Table 14] has been

used. This model has 9 filter taps with relative delays (in ns)

{0, 50, 120, 200, 230,500, 1600, 2300, 5000} and normalized re-

ceived powers (in dB) {−1,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0,−3,−5,−7}. The Do-

ppler spectrum has been generated using a maximum Doppler

shift of 85 Hz (TCOH ≈ 5 ms.) The channel traces were gen-

erated using the comm.RayleighChannel system object in the

MATLAB Communication ToolboxR©. The sampling rate of CIF

video at 30 fps is 4.56 × 106 pixels per second, and hence the

bandwidth is about 2.2 MHz. We therefore only considered us-

ing K = 4 (1.25 MHz total bandwidth) and K = 6 (1.87 MHz

total bandwidth) subcarriers for CIF video transmission, out of

the total of 48 data subcarrirers available in our OFDM system.

For CIF sequences, the experimental results are presented here

for two OFDM systems which use the same channel trace: (1)

10 dB mean CSNR and K = 6 sub-channels [(6,10) channel],

and (2) 20 dB mean CSNR and K = 4 sub-channels [(4,20)

channel]. In the case for 4CIF sequences, which have a band-
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of HDA systems which perform power allocation as proposed in this paper (Robust), by ignoring CSI-errors (Naive), and using

perfect CSI (Perfect.) on the (6,10) channel : (top row) CSI-SNR = 8 dB and (bottom row) CSI-SNR = 12 dB. At 10 dB CSI-SNR, the naive system lost all GOPs

due to decoder outages. GOPs between filled circles (on naive system curve for 12 dB-CSNR) have been lost due to decoder outage. Base layer bit rate is 300 kbps.

width of 8.4 MHz, K = 16 subchannels (5 MHz total band-

width) were allocated.

5.4. Advantage of Optimal Power Allocation

We first demonstrate the advantage of the proposed power

allocation procedure when the CSI estimates are noisy. To this

end, we compare the performance of a system which uses the

power allocation method presented in Sec. 3, which we will

refer to as a robust system, with that of (a) a system with perfect

CSI, that is, a system with S h = ∞, and (b) a naive system

which simply ignores the errors in CSI, that is, assumes S h = ∞
in power allocation and decoding.

Figures 3 and 4 show the PSNRs of these three systems on

(6,10) and (4,20) channels respectively. In the case of (6,10)

channel, a base layer bit rate of 300 kbps was used. Increas-

ing the bit rate any higher resulted in some outages due to the

supported channel bit-payload becoming too small during the

periods of deep-fading. Similarly, the base layer bit rate for the

(4,20) channel was set to 1 Mbps. In each case, the robust and

naive systems were tested under two different CSI-SNR values

as indicated in the figures [8 and 12 dB on (6,10) channel and,

17 and 23 dB on (4,20) channel]. Note that, in the case of 10 dB

CSNR and 8 dB CSI-SNR, no results are shown for the naive

system. This is because, in this case, most of the OFDM pack-

ets were undecodable, and consequently no video output was

produced by the H264/AVC decoder. The gaps between the

filled circles on the PSNRs curves for the naive system indicate

video segments that were subject to outages, mostly due to ex-

cessive channel errors caused by power-allocations that did not

match the actual channel conditions. The situation is not much

better with 17 dB CSI-SNR on (4,20) channel. Even at 23 dB

CSI-SNR for which the naive systems performs very close to

the robust system, a loss of a GOP occurs in the Coastguard se-

quence. It was observed that, provided the base layer bit rate is
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Figure 4: Performance comparison of HDA systems which perform power allocation as proposed in this paper (Robust), by ignoring CSI-errors (Naive), and using

perfect CSI (Perfect.) on the (4,20) channel : (top row) CSI-SNR = 17 dB and (bottom row) CSI-SNR = 23 dB. GOPs between filled circles (on naive system

curves) have been lost due to decoder outage. Base layer bit rate is 1 Mbps.

chosen appropriately (not too high), the robust power allocation

rarely resulted in outages.
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Figure 7: Average digital power allocation factor of the robust and naive sys-

tems for the Footbal sequence on (6, 10) channel (see Fig. 3.)

Further insight into the effect of the proposed power allo-

cation procedure can be gained from Fig. 7 which compares

the average digital power allocation factors of the robust, naive,

and perfect-CSI systems for the Football sequence on the (6,10)

channel (Fig. 3). The naive system blindly uses the noisy CSI

Table 3: Percentages of dropped analog packet in HDA systems considered in

Figs. 3 and 4.

Channel Perfect CSI-SNR Naive Robust

(6,10) 54% 8 dB 56% 76%

12 dB 57% 64%

(4,20) 68% 17 dB 68% 73%

23 dB 68% 68%

to determine the digital power allocation based on the ideal

CSNR thresholds in the Table 1 and therefore tends to allocate

a smaller amount of power to the digital part than that is war-

ranted by the unobserved true channel state. This “over estima-

tion” of the MCS leads to mismatches between the chosen MCS

and the actual channel state during the transmission, resulting

in outages as shown in Figs 3. Note that, ignoring noise in CSI

makes the digital power allocation relatively insensitive to the
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Figure 5: Performance of HDA, SVC, and MParCast+ systems with perfect CSI used for power-allocation and decoding on (6,10) channel (top row) and (4,20)

channel (bottom row).

Original MParCast+ SVC HDA

Figure 6: . The original and reconstructed versions of the frame 241 of the Football sequence, when HDA, SVC, and MParCast+ systems use perfect CSI for power

allocation and decoding [300 kbps base layer bit rate and (6,10) channel.]

CSI-SNR (note also that the naive system always allocates less

power to the digital part compared to the system with perfect

CSI, making it more susceptible to outages.) In contrast, the

robust system computes the CSNR thresholds using (7), effec-

tively making the power allocation a function of the CSI-SNR.

This results in choosing an MCS for each packet that is much

better matched to the likely actual channel state and thus greatly

reduces the outage probability with a minimal sacrifice of the

end-to-end video PSNR. The effect of optimal power allocation

is also reflected in the Table 3 which shows the percentages of

analog packets dropped by each system due to the lack of power

and channel bandwidth. As the naive system ignores noise in

CSI, it has percentages of dropped analog packets comparable

to those of the perfect-CSI system. In contrast, with optimal

power allocation in the robust system, a lower CSI-SNR not

only results in more power being allocated to the digital part,
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Figure 8: Performance of HDA, SVC, and MParCast+ systems under CSI errors on (6,10) channel: (top row) 8 dB CSI-SNR, and (bottom row) 12 dB CSI-SNR.

Base layer bitrate is 300 kbps.

but also results in more of the remaining power being allocated

to fewer analog packets prioritized based on their variances to

minimize the end-to-end video MSE, as implied by (9).

5.5. Comparisons

We next compare the HDA system with two alternative schemes

which are derived from the best digital-only and analog-only al-

ternatives reported in recent literature.

5.5.1. Layered digital coding

An alternative to the proposed HDA scheme is a fully-digital

video transmission system based on layered video coding [55].

For comparison purposes a 3-layer (a base layer and 2 refine-

ment layers) system was implemented using the H264/SVC JSVM

reference software [39]. The latter is the scalable video coding

(SVC) extension of the H264/AVC encoder used in the HDA

system. The two refinements layers were generated using the

SNR scaling option (with fixed spatial and temporal resolu-

tions) and the bit rate of the base layer being set equal to that of

the HDA system. Bit rate control of a layered video encoder is

complicated. In order to avoid the dependence of our results on

any particular rate control algorithm, we used an off-line search

algorithm to determine the QPs required to control the bit rates

of the refinement layers based on the following rule: the bit rate

of the first refinement layer is about 50%-80% of that of the

base layer, and the basic QP of the second refinement layer is

equal to that of the first refinement layer. Each layer-bitstream

is formed by extracting the independently coded network access

layer units (NALUs) corresponding to the same quality index,

from the H264SVC encoder output. As in the HDA system, the

power allocation to subcarriers was carried out on a per packet

basis (using the same OFDM packet-size) so as to maximize

the total channel bit rate subject to an average power constraint.

The same procedure used with the HDA base layer was used for

each layer, starting with the base layer, so that the base layer is
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Figure 9: Performance of HDA, SVC, and MParCast+ systems under CSI errors on (4,20) channel: (top row) 17 dB CSI-SNR, and (bottom row) 23 dB CSI-SNR.

Bae layer bit rate is 1 Mbps.

transmitted with the highest priority, followed by the two re-

finement layers.

5.5.2. Uncoded (analog) transmission

A fully analog system widely used in the literature as a base-

line for comparisons with HDA coding is SoftCast [4]. SoftCast

uses 3D-DCT to decorrelate a GOP and transmit-power is allo-

cated to cubes of DCT coefficients, referred to as chunks, based

on the variances of the chunks. SoftCast has been designed for

broadcast applications and does not use CSI at the transmitter.

Obviously such a system would fare poorly on a fading chan-

nel compared to our HDA system which adapts the transmitter

power based on CSI estimates. ParCast+ described in [6] is an

adaptation of SoftCast for OFDM channels (former also uses

MCTF instead of 3D-DCT for improved decorrelation). How-

ever, as ParCast+ simply assumes perfect CSI for power alloca-

tion, we modified it to accommodate CSI errors by replacing the

power-allocation scheme in [6] by ours, but with digital power

allocation factors set to zero. In the following, we will refer to

this scheme as modified ParCast+ (MParCast+). In a related

work [17], a pure analog transmission for an OFDM channel,

has been considered, where periodic pilot-symbols are used for

channel estimation. Different to our setup, [17] considers as-

signing multiple subchannels to each analog symbol based on

its variance so that one can benefit from diversity combining to

mitigate the effect of CSI estimation errors. This approach can-

not be easily adopted for comparisons here as the modification

required to fit it to our setup appears non-trivial.

5.5.3. Test results

We first compare the performance of HDA, digital-layered

(simply referred to as SVC), and purely analog MParCast+ sys-

tems when perfect CSI is available to both encoder and decoder.

Figure 5 shows the PSNRs of these three systems on (6,10) and

(4,20) channels. Both HDA and SVC systems use the same base

layer bit rates (300 kbps at 10 dB CSNR and 1 Mbps at 20 dB
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Original MParCast+ SVC HDA

Figure 10: The original and reconstructed versions of the frame 241 of the Football sequence, when HDA, SVC, and Analog systems on (6,10) channel at 8 dB

CSI-SNR (top row) and 12 dB CSI-SNR (bottom row).

CSNR), which have been chosen to ensure that no outages oc-

curred. Large PSNR drops in the SVC system at 10 dB CSNR

occur when the 1st refinement layer is sent only partially due to

the lack of channel capacity during certain intervals. The issue

is much less severe at 20 dB CSNR. The reconstruction quality

of a digital refinement layer, unlike an analog refinement layer,

does not scale smoothly with a varying channel capacity. The

relatively poor performance of the MParCast+ system is due to

lower analog coding gain and a relatively high amount of chan-

nel noise “seeping” into reconstructed video frames through the

linear analog decoder. In [6], authors observe that their analog

system also works well only at high CSNRs. As an example, we

show in Fig. 6, the 241-st frame of the Football sequence trans-

mitted on the (6,10) channel. Channel noise does not affect the

HDA system to the same degree, as in this case the noise only

appears in the quantization error and not the base layer. Note

the less detailed “washed-out” background in the SVC-frame

compared to that of the HDA-frame, caused by missing refine-

ment layers.

Finally, we compare the performance the three systems un-

der realistic conditions where there are CSI errors. In practice

CSI-SNR will depend on the mean CSNR, the details of the

CSI acquistion method, and the bit rate of the feedback link

from the receiver to the transmitter. For the sake of our system

comparisons, we have assumed that the total CSI error is Gaus-

sian with a CSI-SNR close to the mean CSNR. Figs. 8 and 9

present comparisons of the three systems on the (6,10) system

(8 dB or 12 dB CSI-SNRs) and the (4,20) system (17 dB or

23 dB CSI-SNRs) respectively. In addition, Fig. 11 presents

a similar comparison for high-resolution 4CIF video sequences

which require a much higher channel bandwidth than the CIF

video considered in Figs. 8 and 9. Accordingly, the base layer

bit rate of both HDA and SVC systems in this case have been

set to 4 Mb/s. The (16,20) channel in Fig. 11 uses the same 20

dB channel trace as before, but with K = 16 subchannels.

Even though all three systems suffer performance losses as

a result of using wrong CSI, the HDA system performs notice-

bly better than the SVC and MParCast+ systems. These plots

show that the HDA system can outperform the 3-layer SVC sys-

tem by about 3-6 dB in PSNR. In general, it was observed that

the advantage of the HDA system is most significant during the

video segments with high frame-to-frame variations. (e.g. rapid

movements of objects or the camera.) Fig. 10 shows the frame

241 in the Football sequence, transmitted by the MParCast+,

SVC, and HDA systems on the (6,10) channel. This particular

frame comes from a segment of video with rapid movements
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Figure 11: Performance of HDA, SVC, and MParCast+ systems for 4CIF resolution video on a (16,20) channel: (top row) 17 dB CSI-SNR, and (bottom row) 23

dB CSI-SNR. Base layer bit rate is 4 Mbps.

of a group of football players occupying much of the screen.

When rapid inter-frame variations occur, the quantization error

variance of the base layer increases. In this case, the HDA sys-

tem transmits the most significant quantization errors all which

is received by the decoder. The effect on the SVC system is

the increased size of the refinement layers which can result in

the transmission of only a part of a refinement layer, at times

resulting in undesirable artifacts in reconstructed video. This

is the main reason behind the inconsistency of the performance

gap between the SVC and HDA systems across different video

sequences. Figure 12 shows a close-up of this problem at the

beginning of the 4CIF Crew sequence where a large PSNR gap

exists between HDA and SVC systems.

6. Conclusion

We have investigated the application of HDA coding to min-

imize the performance loss that can result from the mismatch

between the CSI available at the transmitter/receiver and the

actual channel state, in video transmission over OFDM chan-

nels. To this end we considered an approach to incorporat-

ing a CSI error-model into the power allocation problem and

presented a close-form solution. Experimental results obtained

with many test video sequences have consistently shown that,

under realistic conditions where exact CSI cannot be known,

HDA video coding with proper power allocation can outper-

form well known pure digital and pure analog alternatives.
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Highlights:

• A new hybrid digital-analog video coding approach for OFDM systems with noisy channel
state information is presented.

• A water-filling solution to optimal power allocation problem is obtained by considering a noise
model for channel state information.

• Experimental results show that proposed scheme achieves a much better video quality-vs-
reliability trade-off, compared to the best known digital-only and analog-only alternatives.
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